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our friend as a monstrous assumption—that if he could tag
together a sufficient weight of legendary allusions to immortal-
ity in the old books it established a strong probability in its
favour; but it also struck Dud's mind as he closed the gate,
only to find that he had to run after his parent as if he had
been a small boy, that the way Uryen combined these floating
straws on the legended tide of the soul's long history was
extraordinarily clever and plausible,
"He's an old conjurer," he said to himself, as they ascended
the slope to the earthwork's entrance, "but for me to assume
that because 'the other world' played such a role in Welsh
mythology there's a living entity under my bones that'll sur-
vive death and burial seems going pretty far."
They were passing some gorse bushes now on their way
up the turfy slope, and Dud turned aside to smell a spike of
their yellow blossom, the first he had seen that year. Just as
with his hooked nose suffering a surprising number of pricks
from the thorns he struggled to inhale the faint breath of that
almondlike fragrance, he heard from over the wide valley a
long-drawn whistle from one of the trains between Dorchester
and Weymouth.
Now a faraway train-whistle was a sound that always gave
Dud a peculiar thrill, a thrill springing from a cause exactly
opposite to that which made Claudius so exultant when he
heard the hum of an airplane. For the whistle of a train brought
back our friend's earliest memories. It gave him that indescrib-
able feeling we get in childhood when we see a road disappear-
ing over a faraway hill—a road that seems to lose itself in a
mystic Past, more magical than any possible Present!
A distant train-whistle never failed to bring him the sort
of release that the creaking of the wings of wild swans would
have brought, voyaging across the world, but rather towards
some recoverable mystery than towards anything new and
strange.
As he hurried up the slope after Uryen, who seemed to
delight in making has middle-aged progeny run after him like
a boy, the sensation he had had just then, instead of fading
away, as these feelings usually did, increased upon him and
diffused itself more widely till it was no longer the train-
whistle and the gorse-scent but a transporting unknown sweet-
ness that made him think of that ghost-scent of which Uryen

